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MESSAGE FROM
THE CHAIRMAN
The development of a new 2025 strategy for IPC and its endorsement by IPC members at the
Shareholders Meeting in Amsterdam has been a major milestone and achievement for the Board,
Shareholders and hence, I believe, our sector as a whole.

With the main objective of keeping
posts relevant beyond 2025, the new
IPC strategy is the result of a swift
and efficient process managed by the
Board Strategy Oversight Committee
composed of the CEOs of CTT Portugal
Post, Deutsche Post DHL Group, bpost,
USPS, Le Groupe La Poste and IPC.
We were also given advisory support
by PostNord and the Boston Consulting
Group.
The 2025 strategy is based on a
thorough analysis of the prospects for
the postal market. Letter mail volumes
are expected to reduce by more than
50% over the next ten years, while crossborder e-commerce volumes are set
to at least double in the coming years.
Posts are increasingly facing competition
from disruptive platforms and business
models, which are entering the
last-mile delivery market, such as
driverless delivery technologies or crowd
shipping solutions.

IPC will focus on three main pillars:

Posts are
increasingly
facing
competition
from disruptive
platforms
and business
models, which
are entering
the last-mile
delivery market.

The IPC 2025 strategy is built upon
the members’ belief that a joint and
committed approach relying on the
strengths of IPC will maximise their
chances to reinforce their position in tomorrow’s changing
market. The strategy aims at sustaining postal strength in face
of mail volume decline, increasing competition and disruption.
It looks at how to allow posts to fully benefit from the growth
of cross-border e-commerce and take the lead in the market.
The IPC strategy sets out a vision: enable posts to take the
lead in the e-commerce market by 2025. To achieve that,

• Letter mail: leverage process
improvement and cost-cutting
expertise
• Packets: support growth and
cost-advantage with a high-quality
network that connects trusted
domestic brands
• Parcels: support cross-border
infrastructure for postal parcel
networks
To play this key role for posts, IPC needs
to be adapted to face the challenges
ahead. Strategic measures have been
agreed to enable IPC and its members to
fully realise the potential of the strategy.
First of all, the current data exchange
platform must move to a real-time
message platform; existing services
need to be reinforced; new teams
will be created within IPC to support
members in applying the IPC solutions;
and finally it was decided to create new
permanent councils for business and IT,
to improve interaction with members.

INTERCONNECT remains the most
important instrument for posts to benefit
fully from the cross-border e-commerce growth, and is the
basis for the 2025 Strategy. In this context, I am particularly
pleased to see INTERCONNECT volumes picking up.
As Chairman of the Board, I would like to congratulate all the
members and IPC for this new strategy. I am fully confident
that this is the right instrument for IPC to play its role fully and
for posts to meet the challenges ahead.
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MESSAGE FROM
THE CEO
Technology is disrupting all areas of our economy and society, affecting e-commerce and in turn,
the postal industry. The introduction of technology into the postal sector has drastically reduced the
bottlenecks for the last-mile delivery segment, upturning traditional business models and impacting
postal services worldwide. There are a number of technological innovations and new business
models, which could disrupt postal services, such as crowd shipping, the introduction of driverless
vehicles, warehouse robots and – to a lesser degree – drones and 3D printing.

This is why it was essential for IPC and our members to
develop a new strategy, ensuring that we are focusing on
the needs of our members and that both IPC and the postal
sector are fit for the future. The new IPC 2025 strategy,
endorsed by our shareholders in May 2017 in Amsterdam,
will guide our activities for years to come.
The main goal of the strategy is to enable
posts to take the lead in the e-commerce
market and to position IPC’s services as
the means to achieve that vision.
During 2017, the first steps of the strategy
were implemented, by initiating an internal
reorganisation of IPC. This was followed by
the creation of the Technology department
at IPC, supervising the development
and maintenance of the new IT systems
essential for IPC to fulfil its mission.
The launch of our 2025 strategy was
concluded in 2017 by the reorganisation
of the Operations department, in order
to fully comply with our new objectives.

2025 strategy. For example, the Dynamic Merchant Platform
was set up to effectively provide posts with an integrated
e-commerce solution for e-retailers. Alongside the creation of
solutions, strengthening IPC’s connections within the industry
was a major step of the year, with a joint agreement with UPU.

IPC continues to
play a vital role
in analysing
the latest
developments
in the market.

Important changes also occurred in
the management team of IPC. Both
Alan Barrie, Director, Operations and
Herbert Goetz, Director, Marketing have left IPC to pursue
other activities. I would like to welcome Liam O’Sullivan
and Dirk Gloeckner, both of whom have joined IPC
respectively as Director, Operations and Director, Technology.

Ensuring that IPC’s solutions are fully appreciated and used
by our members is always a key priority at IPC, with a number
of solutions and initiatives being created to fit in with our

The evolution of e-commerce has shown
that more than ever, INTERCONNECT is
needed to address the needs of customers,
and enable posts to play a key role in
cross-border e-commerce. With 31 posts
participating, in 2017, we have seen a
significant increase in the volumes of items
going through the network with volumes
reaching 1.9m tracked items per month and
64m untracked items during peak periods.

In the context of disruption and constant
transformation, IPC continues to play a vital
role in analysing the latest developments
in the market and providing its members
with up-to-date intelligence on postal
and e-commerce markets, including
newly emerging business models. Our
continuous study on consumers and their
shopping preferences was seen in the new
edition of the IPC Cross-border E-commerce Shopper Survey, a
recognised tool for our members to fully understanding rapidly
evolving consumers expectations and habits.
I am confident that by collaborating at a global level to provide
an end-to-end service to end customers, posts can reinforce
their competitive position on the e-commerce markets and
seize the opportunities offered by the disruption in the sector.
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ABOUT IPC
International Post Corporation (IPC) is the leading service provider of the global postal industry
that provides leadership by driving service quality, interoperability and business-critical intelligence
to support posts in defending existing business and expanding into new growth areas. It is a
cooperative association of 24 member postal operators in Asia Pacific, Europe and North America.
IPC’s 36 services and more than 50 applications are used by over 180 posts worldwide. Since 1989
IPC has set standards for upgrading quality and service performance and developed technological
solutions that help members enhance service for international letters, packets and parcels. IPC
engages in industry research, creates business-critical intelligence, provides a range of platforms and
programmes for member post CEOs and senior management to exchange best practices and discuss
strategy. IPC also manages the system for incentive-based payments between postal operators.

24

members
worldwide

An Post, Australia Post, bpost, Canada Post,
Correos, CTT Portugal Post, Cyprus Post,
Deutsche Post DHL Group, Hellenic Post –
ELTA, Iceland Post, Posti Group, Le Groupe
La Poste, Magyar Posta, New Zealand Post,
Posten Norge, Österreichische Post,
Poste Italiane, POST Luxembourg, PostNL,
PostNord, Royal Mail Group, Swiss Post,
United States Postal Service
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180+

postal operators to which
IPC provides services

follow us on LinkedIn:
International Post Corporation
follow us on Twitter:
@IntPostCorp

The global platform for postal growth

Members
Non members using IPC services
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STRUCTURE AND REVENUES

Organisation chart
Chairman of the Board
Dag Mejdell
Chief Executive Officer - Markets & Communications
Holger Winklbauer
Director,
Operations
Liam O’Sullivan

Director,
Technology
Dirk Gloeckner

Director,
Finance & HR
Chris Kalla-Bishop

2017 Revenues

€28.17m

€1.87m

€3.22m

€0.86m

€1.63m

€3.85m

Operations and
Technology
Intercompany Pricing
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Creating
Excellence

Providing Platforms

Service
Excellence

INTERCONNECT

IPC 2025 STRATEGY
The postal sector is changing drastically, creating
Challenges

Opportunities

Letter mail is declining – 50% or more by 2030

Posts are trusted brands in their home markets

The B2C delivery market is changing and becoming
increasingly competitive, while posts are losing their
share of growth

Cross-border e-commerce set to grow 25% per year
– even more in Asia
Linking the domestic networks of the posts – which
are already best fit for low-cost delivery – to offer a
strong cross-border network

Disruptive technologies are changing postal business
models, bearing high business risks

How can posts renew their business?

Stay relevant

Posts should move more effectively into the e-commerce market with a stronger customer focus

Comprehensive
business model
addressing
consumer needs

State-of-theart infrastructure
serving new
market demands

Joint crossborder postal
networks and
initiatives

Cooperative
platforms
to improve
performance

IPC provides solutions and platforms to support posts’ competitiveness
Stimulate
postal
transformation
driven by businesscritical market
research

IPC

Jointly
develop
new postal
e-commerce
features and
services

Increasing
the efficiency
of the posts
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2017 HIGLIGHTS

5,543

IPC Pallet Boxes
in operation

460,000
Trays in the
IPC Tray Pool

34

113,000
bags in the IPC
Bag Pool

postal operators
using the iPep
service

7m

items
returned

375,000
items in the RFID
live tracking service
database

40

tonnes of priority
mail transported via
Sprinter Network
per week
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21m

MRD receptacles
assigned a POD
event

25

participants in the
Market Insights
programme

28,892

respondents in the
2017 IPC Cross-border
E-commerce Shopper
Survey

190

postal operators
participating in
GCSS

31

posts participating
in INTERCONNECT

6,458,000
tonnes of CO2 saved by
IPC EMMS participants

2m

INTERCONNECT
tracked items sent in
December 2017

64m

untracked items
sent per month
in 2017
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2017 TIMELINE
January
IPC releases the results of the 2016 edition of the IPC Cross-border E-commerce Shopper Survey. The survey represented
the cross-border shopping habits of 24,000 respondents in 26 countries across North America, Asia Pacific and Europe.
This year, the survey was expanded to include an additional 5,000 responses and updated questionnaire topics.

February
IPC renews contract with independent service providers Ipsos, Quotas and TNS for UNEX™ letter and packets stream
measurement.
IPC re-assesses the Office of Exchange in Oslo, Norway as part of the Certification of Excellence service.

March
IPC UNEX™ results show that performance levels have dropped below the European Union’s speed objective of 85%
intra-EU mail delivery within three days of posting.
IPC presents the Future of Mail by Air (FoMbA) initiative at the IATA World Cargo Symposium in Abu Dhabi, highlighting
the evolution of online retail sales, airmail trends and post–carrier cooperation.
IPC re-assesses two Canadian Offices of Exchange (Montreal and Toronto) and an additional Office in Copenhagen, Denmark
as part of the Certification of Excellence service.

April
IPC presents the IPC Cross-border E-commerce Shopper Survey in Moscow, Russia at the 2017 Online and Offline Retail
Forum.
Le Groupe La Poste’s Office of Exchange in the Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport has been awarded with the IPC Certificate
of Excellence, following an independent assessment.

May
Postal CEOs and senior executives from Europe, America and Asia Pacific joined the IPC Annual Conference in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, on the theme “Optimising the postal network for e-commerce”.
A CAPE Vision training was held for managers and staff members to provide information about the system to participating
members.

14
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June
The Universal Postal Union (UPU) and International Post Corporation (IPC) agree on an enhanced cooperation for the
development of the global postal sector, identify synergies in technology solutions and to reinforce cooperation in market
research and technology.
The Office of Exchange in Frankfurt, Germany, was re-assessed as part of the Certification of Excellence service.

September
The Office of Exchange in Stockholm, Sweden was re-assessed as part of the Certification of Excellence service.
The IPC Mail Registration Device (MRD) is activated and begins data sharing in Frankfurt Airport, Germany.

October
IPC and Verisk Maplecroft collaborate to create a review of the environmental impacts associated with online and
traditional retailing.
IPC, UPU and IATA release the second edition of the EDI Guide. The Guide is aimed at postal operators and airlines as
an introduction to end-to-end process integration through Electronic Data Interchange.
IPC collaborates with several European postal operators to create the #ilovemypost campaign for International World Post Day.
New Zealand Post begins using MRD equipment.
The Office of Exchange in Luxembourg was re-assessed as part of the Certification of Excellence service.

November
The annual IPC Global Postal Industry Report is published, which covers 48 postal operators worldwide and includes an
analysis of industry trends and operator performance.
The 2017 Postal Sector Sustainability Report is published, highlighting €1.5bn cost savings since 2008 through reduced
fuel and electricity consumption.
The first results of the 2017 IPC Cross-border E-commerce Shoppers’ Survey are released analysing 28,892 respondents
in 31 markets.

December
INTERCONNECT welcomes its 31st IOFA signatory, Lietuvos Pastas.
INTERCONNECT volumes reach up to 2m per month – representing 10% of the total tracked volumes exchanged
between members.

IPC ANNUAL REVIEW 2017
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Chris Kalla-Bishop on
Creating a high-quality
platform for posts
You have been in the postal sector
for almost half of your career; how
differently do you see the industry from
an IPC perspective?
The difference is simple – if you work for
an independent company, you work in
the interest of that company and are in
competition with other companies. The
difference with IPC is that we are focused on
the cooperation between postal operators,
and we work in the best interests of our
members.

As Director, Finance & HR, how do you
ensure that we provide the best solutions
to our members and the industry as a
whole?

IPC is able
to propose
solutions
that fit the
criteria of
what our
members
want, or can
be of benefit
to them.

Firstly, we ensure through a business
planning process, that IPC is able to
propose solutions that fit the criteria of
what our members (who are also our
customers) want, or can be of benefit
to them. As IPC is a member-based company, whether
the solutions which we create benefit the needs of the
industry as a whole, depends upon whether our members
wish to make the solutions available to the wider industry.

How does IPC’s 2025 strategy help our
members?
The 2025 strategy outlines a path for IPC for
the next eight years, which is built around
providing support for our members in the
rapidly growing e-commerce delivery market,
while safeguarding our members’ interests in
supporting cross-border letter mail. Based
upon that, it is possible to work out what
our members need in order to grow in an
expanding market.

Which IPC solution do you think is
underused by the postal industry?
INTERCONNECT is designed for a digital age
in which relaying tracking information to the
customer is as important as the movement
of the item. It was designed in collaboration
with our members, and until very recently,
has not been used enough.

Which IPC solution do you think is best used?
The CAPE System. It allows independent postal operators to
monitor and manage the way they exchange traffic between
themselves. Because of that, it has become an integral part of
cross-border postal operations.

IPC ANNUAL REVIEW 2017
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THE EVOLUTION OF
LETTER MAIL

Although letter mail is declining, there is still a strong need for the postal industry to deliver to
consumers in a consistent and reliable manner. At IPC, we are continuously supporting posts by
providing services that make priority mail transportation easier, while maintaining a high-quality
postal delivery. IPC is committed to adapting to ever-evolving postal industry.

Ensuring quality and measuring mail
The IPC UNEX™ system offers postal operators a reliable and
accurate measurement tool that provides its participants with
key indicators and reports, enabling its users to monitor the
quality of service for cross-border envelopes and packets. By
participating in the UNEX™ measurement, postal operators are
able to identify where bottlenecks may occur in their operations
and how it can be corrected to prevent delays in the future.

18
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This year, 36 postal operators worldwide participated in the
UNEX™ system to measure the speed and reliability of letter
mail operational processes (envelopes and packets) with a
total of 540,000 letter mail items, using a total of 5,000 volunteer
panellists. The preparation for the 2018 UNEX™ measurement
service has been successfully conducted, resulting in the
successful launch of the new measurement system.

Results on international mail quality of service
In 2017, the quality of service for letter mail measured via the
UNEX™ CEN module continued to be below the European
speed objectives – the second time since 1998. The objectives,
as set out by the European Commission in the Postal Directive,
impose that 85% of intra-EU letter objectives (i.e international
single-piece priority and first class) should be delivered within
three days of posting (i.e the speed indicator), and that 97% of

intra-EU letter mail envelopes should be delivered within five
days (i.e the reliability indicator).
The results of the UNEX™ CEN module measurement showed
that in 2017, 79.5% of international priority and first-class
letter envelopes in Europe were delivered within three days of
posting and 94.2% within five days.

Keeping the quality of the postal industry
IPC has developed and implemented other services to
ensure posts continue to offer a consistent and reliable
mail service by measuring the quality of the processing of
international priority products and the Offices of Exchange in
which postal items are held. The IPC Certificate of Excellence
in the Management and Processing of International Priority
Products is an independent process, which encourages
postal operators to strive for excellence. The main criteria
for assessment relate to: quality management; organisation
and resource management; interface relationships with
international partners, carriers and handlers at both the

Office of Exchange and Airmail Units, as well as EDI message
and data compliance.
In 2017, eight re-assessments of Office of Exchanges were
carried out in Oslo, Montreal, Toronto, Copenhagen, Paris,
Frankfurt, Stockholm and Luxembourg. A CAPE Vision
training was also held in Amsterdam this year for managers
and staff members for best practice sharing. Several reassessments of current Offices of Exchange are scheduled
in 2018, alongside the modification of the questionnaire and
methodology for qualification.

Pooling mail together
IPC has worked throughout the year to improve its solutions that
allow postal operators to transport a higher number of mail and
packages in one journey, thereby making mail logistics more
efficient and environmentally friendly.
With the IPC Pallet Box, IPC Tray Pool,
IPC Bag Pool and Sprinter Network,
IPC has a strong range of solutions to
streamline the postal network.
The IPC Bag Pool is a shared pool of
mailbags, used primarily for the transport
of international priority letter mail by 18
IPC member posts. By streamlining the
IPC Bag Pool, members are able to reuse inbound bags for their outbound
production. By using a single shared
pool of standardised bags, the total
number of bags purchased is reduced,
thereby decreasing the amount of
bag reparations between sending and
receiving members.
The number of new IPC Bags purchased
this year was below what is specified

in the Multilateral Agreement, partly due to the commitment
of members to repair damaged bags. In total, the IPC Bag
Pool stock consists of 113,000 Bags, and the total number
of bags exchanged throughout the year
remained stable at 1m. In 2018, IPC
will focus on extending the Bag Pool to
more participants.

With the IPC Pallet
Box, IPC Tray
Pool and IPC Bag
Pool and Sprinter
Network, IPC has
created multiple
ways to streamline
the postal network.

For more than a decade, another
solution, the IPC Tray Pool has been
used to transport international letter mail.
The stock of Trays consists of roughly
460,000 Trays, allowing members to
benefit from a standardised process and
interoperability. The total number of Trays
exchanged annually is slightly below 5m.
There was a decrease of 2% in usage in
2017 compared with 2016, reflecting the
decrease in letter mail volumes.
This year, a process of tray lid cleaning
was introduced, in order to tackle the
long-standing issue of dirty and/or
label-covered lids, which could not be
cleaned manually.

IPC ANNUAL REVIEW 2017
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The IPC Pallet Box

Streamlining road transportation
Last year, IPC launched the IPC Pallet Box, a fully stackable,
durable, lightweight box that is weather and chemical resistant.
Due to its stacking capabilities, the IPC Pallet Box allows a
high volume of Boxes to be used in transportation, allowing
66 standard IPC Boxes to be transported on one truck, more
than double the amount of capacity than traditional roller
cages, with a potential weight of over 19 tonnes. The IPC
Pallet Box is both collapsible and has a very low tare weight,
being advantageous in the reparation process and storage
between uses.
In its first year of operation, the IPC Pallet Box gained five
participants: Royal Mail, Swiss Post, Deutsche Post DHL,
PostNL and Le Groupe La Poste, with 36 dedicated routes,
106,805 Pallet Box movements and 5,543 IPC Pallet Boxes
currently in operation.

20
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The IPC Pallet Box is estimated to see movements increase to
over 200,000 and the total number of Boxes in operation grow
by almost 40% in 2018. The IPC Pallet Box will continue to
expand in 2018, and will welcome new participants and routes.
Another IPC solution used for transporting mail internationally
is the Sprinter Network. Created in 2005 as an alternative to
the reduction in air transport capacity, the Sprinter Network is
a long-standing contribution to improving the delivery quality
for participating posts.
The Sprinter Network scored above its 97% target in 2017,
and transported 40 tonnes of mail per week, remaining stable
compared to previous years.
In order to meet the demand from members, an additional
vehicle running between the Milan and Luxembourg Hubs has
been added, as well as a new route between Milan and Paris.

Intercompany pricing - the settlement of Terminal Dues
In 2016, IPC introduced the INTERCONNECT Remuneration
Agreement – Europe (IRA-E), the first multi-lateral Terminal Dues
agreement, covering both letter mail and parcels, providing a
larger scope of quality with an end-to-end dimension. The new
Agreement addresses the growing importance of e-commerce
volumes, while continuing to monitor letter mail. A key objective
of the IRA-E is to lower Terminal Dues fees, in order for postal
operators to be more competitive on the e-commerce market.
During 2017, the Agreement grew, and was signed by two
additional posts – An Post and Lietuvos Pastas – upping the
total number of signatories to 24 for the year 2018.

In addition, IPC continued to expand the scope of iPep, an
electronic accounting tool, for the paperless accounting
of Terminal Dues fees, to cover UPU accounting and to
accompany the IRA-E. The unique tool allows postal operators
to track their Terminal Dues accounting from start (sampling
and weight data) to finish (final invoice). The iPep system
has been improved over 2017, with the implementation of a
sampling planning module based on the previous four quarters
and the possibility to proceed with UPU accounting under the
iPep system. Further expansion is planned in 2018 to include
supplementary reports, as well as to increase the participation
beyond the IPC and IRA-E community.

The service will continue to expand in 2018, with a focus on redefining the methodology of the calculation of Terminal Dues
rates, with the aim to launch a new multi-lateral remuneration
agreement in 2019.

The IPC Performance Centre is dedicated to monitoring the
quality of service by supporting operational improvements,
issuing reports and performing operational surveys.

Quality monitoring unit dedicated to improving mail performance
The IPC Performance Centre is IPC’s quality monitoring unit,
created to enable posts to improve their own operational
performance using monitoring and tracking data, and ensure
a seamless cooperation between stakeholders. By sending
data to postal operators, posts are able to improve their
services and manage peak periods of postal volumes. The
IPC Performance Centre is dedicated to monitoring the quality
of service by supporting operational improvements, issuing
reports and performing operational surveys.

conference calls to liaise with postal operators to ensure a
cohesive and streamlined network throughout the peak period.
Throughout the year, the Performance Centre shared 79
Exceptional Events on behalf of IPC member posts and continued
to release Performance and Certification Alerts for members.
The Performance Centre provides more than 20,000 reports per
month, allowing for proactive performance management.

The IPC Performance Centre is continuously dedicated to
improving its service and created the Peak Period Initiative,
built on facilitating the exchange of members’ peak period
status between the Christmas peak season (NovemberJanuary). Twenty-two IPC member posts participated in
the initiative, providing weekly updates. To accompany the
information exchanged, postal airlines participated in eleven
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Holger Winklbauer on
Exchanging best practices and
analysing the postal industry
What are the biggest challenges and opportunities in the
postal market in the upcoming years?

needs when it comes to cross-border e-commerce. It is an
example of how we intend to increase the usage of our services.

The challenges are twofold: first of all, mail declined 50%
in the past decade, and is set to decline even more. On the
other hand, we have the e-commerce market, which is a big
opportunity for posts, who are experienced in deliveries.

Performance upgrading is also important because a good set
of services are needed, but a good service quality is also key.

Which IPC solution do you think is best used?
However, there is fierce competition in e-commerce. It is
important for posts to understand their customers in order
to succeed and to evolve towards a business model which
focuses on the e-customer.

How can IPC’s Marketing services and
platforms help member posts seize the
upcoming opportunities on the market?
IPC, as a corporation of 24 members, is well
positioned to look into different markets
and investigate what the trends are and
what consumers want. Based on that, IPC
can not only study the postal market, we
can also derive conclusions and facilitate
discussions for our members.

Which IPC solution do you think is
underused by the postal industry?

The Global Customer Service System. It is used by 190
posts and has 279 Customer Service centres, showing its
importance worldwide. Posts are able to
answer claims, treat them and get back to
the client, in a timely manner.

It is important
for posts to
understand
their
customers
in order to
succeed.

There are a few solutions which are
underused. In particular INTERCONNECT
and it’s related features such as Delivery
Choice, which is an outstanding service as
it covers end-to-end e-commerce needs. It
is an absolute must have and needs to be fostered by more
posts. Other solutions which could also be used more, are
the Performance Upgrading and the innovation power of IPC.
The Dynamic Merchant Platform aims at bringing the IPC
e-commerce solutions on the market. It focuses on e-retailers
and provides a solution to our members to address e-retailers

CAPE is our most complex solution, feeding
data into many systems and is well used by
posts.
On the marketing side, the Global Postal
Industry Report is a very important
contribution and is also very well used by
the industry. It is relevant for posts to be
able to analyse and compare the market
and access where they stand on a global
scale. This information is invaluable to
the postal market and both IPC member
and non-member posts. The 2017 Crossborder E-commerce Shopper Survey which
looks into preferences and experiences of
cross-border e-shoppers in 31 markets in
America, Europe and Asia also represents a
key resource for our members.

How do you see the role of IPC, and in particular the
Markets and Communication department, evolve?
The work we do is driven by the needs of the posts and the
market. IPC has to evolve with the market and be able to offer
our members the support they need in the future.
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PROVIDING
PLATFORMS
IPC works continuously to provide a platform for postal executives and experts to exchange best
practices and share experiences.

In 2017, 26 postal CEOs from America, Asia Pacific and Europe gathered in Amsterdam, the Netherlands
to attend the IPC Annual Conference themed ‘Optimising the postal network for e-commerce’.
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Bringing the postal sector together
In 2017, 26 postal CEOs from America, Asia Pacific and
Europe gathered in Amsterdam, the Netherlands to attend
the IPC Annual Conference themed “Optimising the postal
network for e-commerce”. The debate focused on the options
posts have to cost-efficiently deliver low-value packets and
whether posts are ready to handle the surge in packets to and
from the Asia-Pacific region.
The format of the Annual Conference was adjusted to a
new, interactive, TV show format, to allow for a more robust
and open debate among our speakers and participants. In
support of the conference, delegates were able to visit an
exhibition highlighting IPC solutions such as the IPC Mail
Registration Device and IPC Pallet Box, which both facilitate
cross-border e-commerce.
The debates during the conference addressed questions on
the methods posts can use to respond to increased consumer
demands for convenience and mobility, and the ways that

posts can meet consumer and e-retailer demands for the
reliable and visible delivery of parcels.
The Annual Conference was moderated by Mark Harrison, IPC
Head of Markets, and featured keynote speeches from Michael
R. Indresano, Vice President, Amazon Transportation Services,
Worldwide Operations and Ricky Xue, Senior Director of Cross
Border, Cainiao Network, Alibaba, China.
For the panel discussions, keynote speakers were joined at the
table by Deepak Chopra, President and CEO, Canada Post;
Francisco de Lacerda, Chairman and CEO, CTT Portugal Post;
Georg Pölzl, CEO, Österreichische Post and Herna Verhagen,
CEO, PostNL.
In 2018, the IPC Annual Conference will take place in Vancouver,
Canada with the theme “Disruptive postal business models”
and will explore new innovations including crowd-sourced
delivery and competition for final-mile delivery.

Raising visibility
As well as providing key players within the industry a place
to share their views, IPC works to provide a platform for
its member posts’ communications experts to exchange
best practices on topics such as the use of social media,
stakeholders or media communication.
The third IPC Communications Workshop on “Change and
Innovation” brought together communications specialists
from ten member posts. For the first time, with the support
of IPC, several member posts (Correos, PostNL, Swiss Post,
Le Groupe La Poste, POST Luxembourg, Posti and An Post)
launched a joint social media challenge ‘#ilovemypost’. By
using the hashtag, social media users were encouraged to
publish creative pictures to mark their attachment to the post,
for International World Post Day. Alongside the social media
campaign, IPC also created a joint video illustrating postal
efforts in fields such as sustainability, innovation, e-commerce
and diversity.

In line with the newly adopted IPC 2025 strategy, campaigns
were made throughout the year to raise awareness of IPC’s
services and solutions, ensuring that they were used to their
full potential by both IPC member and non-member posts.
To this aim, IPC published over 40 factsheets, introducing
our services and products. The project was further expanded
by the creation of the IPC Service Catalogue, which was
both printed and made available online via the IPC website.
IPC presented a number of solutions and publications including
the IPC Cross-border E-commerce Shopper Survey at various
international conferences, raising visibility of its main services,
including: the World Mail and Express Conference America,
Miami; the European Post and Parcel Services Conference
in Amsterdam; the 7th China Cross-border E-commerce
Conference in Shanghai; the Annual E-commerce Conference
in Brussels; the World Mail and Express Europe Conference in
Paris; the Online and Offline Retail Forum in Moscow; the Global
E-commerce Summit in Barcelona; and POST-Expo in Geneva.
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The postal sector sustainability programme
In 2008, the postal sector became pioneers in sustainable
practices, by becoming one of the first to launch a sector-wide
initiative, developing a collaborative approach to professional
carbon management, reduce CO2 emissions and improve
carbon efficiency. This was done via the IPC Environmental
Measurement and Monitoring System (EMMS).
Nearly a decade after the launch of the EMMS programme,
the group is on target to achieve its goal of a 90% Carbon
Management Proficiency (CMP) score by 2020. In 2016,
participants achieved an average CMP score of 87%,
representing a 31 percentage point increase from the 2008
baseline of 56%. The group’s average annual rate of increase
of 3.9 percentage points since 2008 is considerably higher
than the 2.8-percentage point annual increase required to
reach the 90% target.
Concerning the reduction of absolute emissions, the EMMS
group reached its 20% absolute Scope 1 and 2 emissions
reduction target in 2014 – six years ahead of schedule. The
latest figures (2016) show the group’s emissions have decreased
by 26.9% since 2008, from 8,830,000 tonnes to 6,458,000
tonnes. This reduction resulted in a financial saving of €1.5bn
since 2008 through reduced fuel and electricity consumption.

Meanwhile, parcel delivery efficiency has seen a significant
improvement from the baseline year, with the group reporting
436 grams of CO2 per item in 2016 compared to 505 grams
per item in 2013. This represents a 14% decrease in emissions
per parcel in just three years.
Throughout the year, IPC brought together sustainability
experts from the postal sector participating in the EMMS
programme. The two-day annual EMMS Workshop attracted
13 posts. IPC also organised a two-day Best Practice Seminar
on Alternative Transport and Vehicles, including a session in
Heerlen at the Deutsche Post StreetScooter test-track.
In November, IPC published its annual IPC Postal Sector
Sustainability Report, analysing the results of the EMMS
programme and providing an overview of the sustainability
efforts by the participating posts. One of the main highlights was
the steady increase of alternative vehicles in the postal fleet.
The key focus for the years to come will be to align the EMMS
programme with the relevant UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs).

After reaching the 20% emission reduction target, a new target
was set to achieve a 20% emission reduction per letter and per
parcel item by 2025, based on a 2013 baseline. The group’s
letter mail delivery efficiency has slightly improved from 36.9
grams of CO2 per item in 2013 to 35.8 grams per item in 2016,
which is challenging in a declining market.

Regulating the postal industry
As the postal sector evolves to accommodate the high
volumes of packets and parcels being posted, processed
and delivered, it is crucial that postal regulations are
adapted to the current market. At IPC, the Regulatory
Services department works to ensure that around the world,
legislations and changes are monitored and kept up to date.
To reflect the changes to the industry, and ensure that IPC’s
Regulatory Services remain relevant during the dynamic change
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of the postal sector, an internal review process was conducted
in collaboration with the IPC Markets and Communications
teams and evaluate the ways in which the Regulatory Service
can improve to provide a full service to our members. The
implementation of the results of the review is already underway,
with plans to extend the reach of the IPC Postal Regulatory
Database’s network by including more countries. The review
will also include increasing the potential of the IPC Regulatory
Portal and the IPC weekly and monthly Regulatory Flashes.

EPG

KPG

In 2017, Bulgaria Post joined EPG, bringing the number of
In 2017, IPC deployed the Kahala Posts Group (KPG)
IPC supports high quality service for international postal networks through performance reporting:
participants to 31. A new process has been agreed for alternative
performance reports, as part of the migration activities to
delivery options, including parcel lockers and shops. The IPEG
the New Generation Systems, in the UAT (User Acceptance
(INTERCONNECT Parcels Experts Group) has been successful
Test) environment. This implies that all reports are stable and
in addressing issues, closing gaps and removing remaining
ready for testing by the KPG member posts. The Business
constraints for EPG to join INTERCONNECT. Alongside this,
Intelligence tool for GCSS reporting (Customer Services) was
INTERCONNECT payment reports were adopted. Ongoing
deployed successfully in production.
reporting was reinforced, with an increased focus on data
quality and timely transmission of EMSEVT v3 events.
IPC also rolled out its ITMATT Data Quality Monitoring tool to

EPG

KPG members that are not a member of IPC (at a fee) and
invited KPG to the specific User Group dealing with ITMATT
quality matters.
Within the Customer Support Framework with IPC, as service
and system provider, implemented 26 requests for change and
performed 119 service requests in 2017.

EMS
IPC has been providing up to date reports on performance,
which have been enhanced in line with the 2017 Customer
Awards Criteria and 2017 Standards. Another key achievment
has been the development of an M40 evaluation to allow the
IPC Operations department to view the status of their EMSEVT
v3 implementation. Further enhancements were made to the
PfP v3 methodology and development of the quarterly PfP v3
payment document. The E2E reports including individual leg 2
standards started to be rolled-out.
IPC proposed a few key financial solutions to allow the
EMS Task Force to continue working towards its goals while
allocating the service cost in a more suitable way. The majority
of the EMS Task Force Members preferred to leave the group
and have the EMS Cooperative decide how to allocate the
cost for the future EMS service supply.

UPU and IPC signed an enhanced
cooperation agreement:
On June 29 2017, the UPU and IPC agreed to reinforce
cooperation on issues of common interest and promote
innovation and efficiency in a rapidly changing and increasingly
demanding environment. Areas for cooperation will cover IT,
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), standards and supply
chain, e-commerce markets, sustainability and support to
development. By collaborating, the UPU and IPC have agreed
to share technical knowledge and expertise.
Under this agreement, the UPU and IPC will have a Forum
to meet twice a year to review progress of the cooperation.
The Forum will also supervise five Expert Teams tasked to
implement the cooperation on all topics of common interest.

PRIME
PRIME is a network of 147 postal operators working together
to deliver cross-border tracked packet solutions for the
e-commerce market. Recently, PRIME launched the Tracked
Packet, which has already been signed by 16 posts, and is
the cheapest solution in the market for low-cost/low-value
products.
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THE REFERENCE ON
THE GLOBAL POSTAL
INDUSTRY

Blockchain
Once an obscure technology, the understanding of blockchain and its potential to disrupt more than just financial markets
is taking hold. As established companies across industries investigate how blockchain can support their businesses, postal
operators are exploring the applications of this promising new technology. For instance, Australia Post is piloting blockchain
technology for e-voting and digital identity, and has collaborated with Alibaba to improve food product traceability through
blockchain to reduce food fraud.
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Postal industry intelligence
In times of transformation, it is important to know how the
industry is changing, both domestically and internationally.
IPC’s postal industry intelligence services keep the finger on the
pulse of the global postal and e-commerce sectors, analysing
the current state of business and identifying new trends.
Covering 50 postal operators and integrators around the
world and a wide range of topics, IPC’s market intelligence
reports provide in-depth analysis to allow industry executives
to make more informed decisions.
According to the key findings of the IPC Global Postal Industry
Report, the postal industry continued to grow, especially in
the parcels and express sector: in 2016, corporate revenue
grew 2% while parcels and express revenue increased by
6.5% on average.
Despite ongoing mail volume decline, industry revenue and
profitability remained robust as posts continue to focus
on growth, diversification and efficiency. Steady growth in
cross-border online retail also continues to boost demand
for parcel delivery services worldwide. As online shoppers
become more comfortable buying from retailers abroad,
cross-border delivery presents a key opportunity.
IPC has developed a range of industry reports which allow
stakeholders and postal executives to stay up to date with
the latest trends. These reports include: the IPC Global Postal

Industry Report, the IPC Carrier Intelligence Reports and the
IPC Global Monitor.
The IPC Global Postal Industry Report provides a global review
of industry trends and operator performance, covering 48
operators worldwide. The 2017 edition - published in November
- includes deep-dive articles on key trends impacting the postal
industry, including automation, blockchain, crowd-sourced
delivery, reverse logistics, regulatory change and privatisation.
The IPC Carrier Intelligence Reports are individual reports
produced for 50 leading postal and parcel operators
worldwide. Each report provides access to critical financial,
operational, strategic and market information in an easy-toread, consistent format.
Enhancements in 2017 included analyses of national postal
market size, share and segmentation for key operators, as well
as consumer rates over time and against an industry average.
The IPC Global Monitor is a family of reports allowing CEOs
and executives to track key industry trends each quarter. While
the Executive Report monitors volume and revenue trends
for mail and parcels, the HR Report covers key performance
indicators for human resources. In 2017, the IPC Global
Monitor was enhanced to provide more detailed monitoring of
transactional mail volumes, as well as women in management
and workplace accidents.

Continuing focus on direct marketing and e-commerce market research
E-commerce is one of the main drivers of postal industry
growth and transformation, which is why IPC provides
quality e-commerce market research and insights. To provide
stakeholders with a full understanding of this quickly evolving
market, IPC produces several bespoke reports and studies,
while also gathering relevant research, articles and case
studies from the public domain.
In 2017, the IPC Market Insights team released nine new
E-retailer Intelligence Reports - up from three in 2016. The

aim of these reports on leading global e-retailers - including
Amazon, Alibaba and eBay - is to highlight innovation,
delivery trends and opportunities and threats for posts.
Furthermore, IPC continued to enlarge its library of reports
and studies in 2017.
Under the Knowledge Centre on the IPC website, an online
library of research, case studies and articles is presented
on Direct Marketing with the aim to support the core letter
business of the IPC membership.

What to expect in 2018?
The focus for 2018 will be to update the existing IPC Statistical
Database, which gathers data on a wide range of metrics and
operators. The update will make the tool more flexible and
intuitive, allowing postal market analysts to search and gather

information on the postal sector. Furthermore, IPC will release
a new, publicly available quarterly factsheet monitoring highlevel postal industry statistics.
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Dirk Gloeckner on
Providing real-time access to
data from sending to delivery
You have been at IPC for only
four months, what has been your
impression of IPC’s Technology
department?
Here in IPC’s Technology department we
have a great team, able to face challenges
and deliver strong results from our
projects. We have the right technology to
support the growth of the postal industry.

As Director, Technology, how do you
envisage IPC’s future?

Which IPC solution do you think is
underused by the postal industry?

I think that
everybody in the
postal sector
can benefit from
IPC’s solutions.

I think we have to understand that crossborder e-commerce is the fastest growing
section of the postal industry and IPC
has an important role to play to help
its members in embracing this growth opportunity. We are
committed to creating services and products that are needed
by our members, and enable them to grow.

How can IPC’s operational solutions best help the postal
industry improve?
The postal industry thrives together, and IPC is a platform for
posts to work seamlessly in order to reduce costs and create
more opportunities. I think that everybody in the postal sector
can benefit from IPC’s solutions.

I think that the Dynamic Merchant
Platform could be used more by the
postal industry. Through this platform,
they will be able to serve their customers
in a fully efficient way, responding to the
growth in e-commerce.

How do you think IPC is adapting to
the growth in e-commerce?
IPC is clearly focused on increasing our
services to benefit the members and
support the growth of the e-commerce
market.

What do you think is the key role of IPC’s Technology
department? How do you think IPC best facilitates the
industry?
The key role of IPC is to serve our members and customers.
We have to deliver our services in a timely and cost-effective
manner.
We are a flexible company, that must respond quickly to the
needs of our members.
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CLOSING THE GAP:
INTEGRATING THE
SUPPLY CHAIN

IPC provides technological and cooperative solutions that enable its member posts to achieve
common goals and meet consumer needs. By creating a number of solutions, IPC is able to ensure
a full integration of both IPC member and non member posts involved in the transportation of postal
traffic including postal operators, ground handlers, airlines and customs authorities, enabling a
transparent and effective process.
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Improving airmail supply chain processes
Over ten years ago, IPC launched its Future of Mail by Air
(FoMbA) initiative to respond to changes in the mail and airline
industry by supporting growing market demands at a time
when the transportation network of mail by air was becoming
less reliable and sustainable. FoMbA brings together airlines
and posts to find mutually beneficial solutions and establish
best practices. The initiative focuses on improving quality of
service, interoperability and cost-effective operations.
In 2017, FoMbA further improved its outreach to include a
new edition of the Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) Guide,
a comprehensive overview of the EDI technology and the
methods used jointly by the postal and airline industries to
improve the air carriage of cross-border postal traffic. IPC
disseminated 5,000 copies of the brochure in English to key

stakeholders and partners, and further translations in French
and Russian will be distributed in 2018, with the help of
Russian Post.
The FoMbA group greatly improved its Standard Operating
and Messaging Procedures (SOMP) document and worked
towards an alignment with the IATA Master Operating Plan.
Both plans explain the processes that are needed in order
to achieve automated, simplified and paper-free business
procedures for the carriage of mail between posts, airlines
and stakeholders. This alignment will help the postal industry
by providing visibility over the postal processes to air carriers
around the world, even the ones not currently carrying mail.
This will potentially result in enhanced service for postal
operators, especially IPC members.

FoMbA brings together airlines and posts to find mutually
beneficial solutions and establish best practices

Mail Registration Device increases usage
The IPC Mail Registration Device (MRD) is one of IPC’s key
operational processes, offering a simple and efficient electronic
registration process for a streamlined airmail handover
process. The IPC MRD addresses the lack of visibility or
registration of data in the post-airline handover process.
The usage of the MRD is constantly increasing, with three
additional countries (Luxembourg, Germany and New Zealand)
beginning to use of the solution in 2017, bringing the total

amount of installed devices to 36 in 24 locations. The release of
Ground Handler and Carrier MRD reports was completed, with
the number of users accessing the reports doubling in 2017.
The IPC Mail Registration Device solution also saw the launch
of a helpdesk service, operating 24/7.
In 2017, 21m receptacles were assigned a Proof of Delivery
MRD event, up 61% from 2016.
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Seamless customs
A key application within the INTERCONNECT network,
Seamless Customs was created to streamline the customs
clearance process, eliminating the bottlenecks which are
often seen in cross-border e-commerce.
In 2017, the Seamless Customs Readiness Action Plan Tool
was released to monitor the status of each of the processes
being deployed in the network by postal operators. Eight
new postal operators were welcomed to the Data Sharing
Agreement, bringing the total to 34 signatories. This expansion
is a positive evolution for all stakeholders as it allows for a
wider distribution of information via ITMATT messages. Data
sharing was improved via the ITMATT DQM v3 tool, allowing
further distillation and analysis of data surrounding ITMATT
exchange. The launch was successful, handling a 95%
increase in ITMATT messages, to over 411m items.
In 2018, the number of items pre-advised in ITMATT to
support electronic pre-clearance is expected to continue
to grow with the anticipated increase in e-commerce traffic.
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Seamless Customs was created
to streamline the customs
clearance process, eliminating
the bottlenecks which are
often seen in cross-border
e-commerce.
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How is airmail processed?
A. The outbound postal operator inducts the item into its domestic network
B. The item passes through several handling, sortation and transport processes
C. At the origin Office of Exchange, the item is assigned a receptacle for international dispatch to its destination
D. The receptacle is then placed into a Unit Load Device for air transport
E. At the point of destination, the receptacle is opened and the item is retrieved and cleared through customs
F. After this has been done, the inbound post inducts the item into their domestic network for processing and final delivery
to the customer
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Liam O’Sullivan on
Enhancing cross-border letter
mail and packet delivery
You have been in the postal sector for a majority of your
career; how differently do you see the postal industry
now you are at IPC?
I do not see the postal industry differently, but I do have a new
understanding of it. Having worked in both senior and board
positons, I have a strong understanding of the challenges
that are present within the industry. Since working at IPC, I
now have a global view of the postal industry, and a better
understanding of what the challenges of the industry are.

How can IPC’s operational solutions best help the postal
industry improve?
IPC’s Operations department helps the industry by promoting
cooperation between members, and the postal industry as a
whole.
We have to develop solutions which fit the requirements of our
members, and not make our members fit our solutions.

Which IPC solution do you think is
underused by the postal industry?

As Director, Operations, how do
you ensure that we provide the best
solutions to our members and the
industry as a whole?
I think the best way is ensuring that
we listen to our members and provide
services, advice and support that align with
their needs.
I see IPC as a supplier and a partner to our
members and customers. I think that the
most effective way of providing top-quality
solutions is to be aware of what the latest
developments in the industry are, in order
to come up with innovations.

Since working
at IPC,
I now have a
global view
of the postal
industry.

The IPC Pallet Box, our newest solution.
Given the growth in e-commerce, and the
large volume of packages being transported
on the road, it is underutilised, most likely
because it is so new.

What do you see in the future for the IPC
Operations department?
We are now developing an Air Pallet Box, to
provide a better integrated solution for our
members. We also plan to improve solutions
such as the Dynamic Merchant Platform.
What is paramount is to upgrade our services
for our members, which is a key reason for
IPC’s existence and is more important now
than ever before.
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UNLOCKING THE
POTENTIAL OF
E-COMMERCE

Throughout the world, more people than ever are shopping online. Although recent studies have
shown that online shopping still represents on average, less than 10% of total retail, this share is
increasing rapidly. In leading e-commerce markets of today, such as China, South Korea and the
United Kingdom, e-commerce represents up to 18% of the total retail market.
The global value of e-commerce is forecasted to more than triple from US$293bn to US$1067bn
by 2021, due to number of consumers choosing to shop internationally developing at a more rapid
pace than domestic e-commerce.
In this context, for postal operators to fully reap the potential of e-commerce growth and increase
their e-commerce volumes, it is essential for them to fully understand the needs of customers and
e-retailers and offer solutions to enhance cross-border e-commerce.
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IPC Cross-border E-commerce Shopper Survey shows what shoppers want
To respond the surge in e-commerce, IPC developed the
IPC Cross-border E-commerce Shopper Survey, looking at
the preferences and experiences of frequent cross-border
customers. At IPC, we are continuously researching the needs
and shopping patterns of online shoppers, so that we are able
to provide cutting-edge, high-quality and valuable information
and data that can be beneficial to postal operators and the
consumers they serve.
For its third edition in 2017, the survey was expanded to a
wider scope of 29,000 respondents in 31 countries, including
Russia, India, South Korea, Mexico, Brazil and China. The
survey was adapted to include the feedback from previous
years, and also included questions relating to returns,
customs, direct mail and consumer shopping habits.
This year’s survey showed that shoppers are increasingly
buying from China, due to the high number of low-weight,

low-value packages coming from retail giants such as Alibaba,
Amazon and eBay. The survey also showed that one of the
most important features of cross-border e-commerce was
the clear information regarding delivery prior to purchase.
Likewise, there is a significant increase in the number of
customers always being offered tracking. Although most of
the packets are still delivered by posts, a slight reduction is
observed, reflecting the emergence of new delivery business
models and increased competition.
At IPC, we are continuously researching the needs and
shopping patterns of online shoppers, so that we are able to
provide cutting-edge, high-quality and valuable information
and data that can be beneficial to postal operators and the
consumers they serve. Other postal organisations, including
the UPU have expressed an interest in the IPC Cross-border
E-commerce Shopper Survey, and IPC is eager to expand the
survey even further in 2018.

Keeping cross-border shoppers up to date with Notification Service
As shown in the IPC Cross-border E-commerce Shopper
Survey, customers want to be able to track their cross-border
purchase in the same way as they do for their domestic
purchases, being able to see all points of the postal process
in a clear manner. In response to this, IPC has developed the
Notification Service, allowing consumers to receive delivery
notifications whether they are buying domestically or abroad.
In 2017, Royal Mail launched a new service giving overseas
customers of UK-based retailers a more convenient way to
track their parcels, using IPC’s Notification Service.
The IPC Notification Service responds to the needs of
e-retailers and consumers by offering them an easy-to-use
service for cross-border e-commerce delivery. By offering
this service, posts can improve the delivery experience for
their customers and therefore receive higher cross-border
e-commerce volumes.

How does the application work?
Upon purchase confirmation, consumers receive an e-mail
to choose their notification preferences, entering an e-mail
address or a mobile phone number, selecting the language
and the events for which they want to be notified. Standard
notifications include departure from origin country, arrival
in destination country and final delivery. Other optional
notifications include customs information and unsuccessful
delivery attempts.
The service is easy to set up and based on data already being
fed into the IPC Data Hub. The service captures all updates,
combining delivery status updates from both origin and
destination posts.

The IPC Notification Service aims to help postal operators
supporting large and small e-retailers, by offering email or text
message notifications to their customers about the delivery
status of their cross-border parcels. The IPC Notification
Service is a custom-built multi-language application that can
be enhanced and styled per postal operator.
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Delivery Choice offers domestic delivery options for cross-border
e-commerce
The IPC Cross-border E-commerce Shopper Survey shows
that home delivery remains on average the most used option for
74% of customers. However, delivery habits vary from country
to country, with many other alternative delivery options gaining
popularity, including delivery at a parcel shop or parcel locker.
Customers want to have access to the same delivery options
when shopping cross-border as when they shop domestically.
IPC’s Delivery Choice solution provides a number of benefits
for postal operators, e-retailers and consumers alike.

It offers postal operators an e-commerce solution that allows
them to attract new business and be competitive on the
market. Delivery Choice brings more flexibility and choice for
e-retailers, who can use it as a marketing tool to attract and
retain more consumers. It directly benefits end consumers
as they can choose the pick-up point, which is the most
convenient and adapted to their lifestyle. The pick-up options
include retail points, pack stations and post offices, whether in
urban or in rural areas. During 2017, the number of posts using
the service has increased from 13 to 16.

The IPC Returns platform hit another record with 7m items returned
through the system
As the number of consumers buying cross-border increases,
so does the number of returns. As more returns are entered
into the postal system, IPC has created an initiative that
allows for the easy return of items internationally. The IPC
Common Return Platform (CRP) allows postal operators to
offer e-retailers an easy to use and hassle-free returns system
for cross-border items. The CRP serves several international
postal products, including EPG, KPG, PRIME, EMS, UPU
parcels and INTERCONNECT. In 2017, a web interface was

created to facilitate posts the access the platform without
investing in complex interfaces. The CRP platform is now
compatible with all fonts, including Chinese. The use of the
platform has been further expanded and now reached 7m
items returned.
New functionalities are now being developed, including a
return in the same country, a return in a third country and
consolidated Returns Paper free returns.

Dynamic Merchant Platform allows for the easy integration of crossborder e-commerce solutions
Cross-border consumers want to have full transparency over
the costs of their delivery upon purchase. They also demand
a transparent, hassle-free and reliable cross-border delivery of
goods purchased online and want access to the same options
offered for domestic delivery. This is key to have a share in the
growing cross-border business.
Building on its large range of e-commerce solutions, IPC
started integrating these tools into one platform: the Dynamic
Merchant Platform.
IPC’s Dynamic Merchant Platform is a modular suite of incart solutions to improve the online shopping experience.
The platform aims to embed postal delivery solutions within
the shopping carts of leading global e-retailers and to allow
them to benefit from the cross-border features of an integrated
express network, for the price of postal delivery.
The Dynamic Merchant Platform is an integrated shopping
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solution, which embraces all the key steps of the shopping
process, from the product selection and the calculation of
costs (including customs), the selection of the delivery option
and full tracking, as well as streamlined customs clearance
and easy returns. The solutions offered include:
• a landed cost calculator,
• regulatory compliance plugins,
• a document management solution to streamline customs
processes,
• a delivery choice solution,
• a notification service,
• tracking services,
• a harmonised labelling solution and
• an easy returns solution for both consumer and e-retailer.
Through its e-commerce solutions, IPC aims to achieve the
main goal of its 2025 strategy: ensuring the leading position of
the posts in the e-commerce market.

RFID Tracking: 375k items are part of the RFID live tracking service
Through its Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Tracking
Service for Operations, IPC continues to support posts in
the delivery of commercial products using passive RFID
tags that allows tracking without the presence of a barcode.
The service is already offered
by Deutsche Post DHL, PostNL,
Swiss Post (for untracked packets),
and was embraced in 2017 by
PostNord. RFID technology has
provided to be advantageous as the
number of e-commerce packages
rises, eliminating the need for
the labour intensive process of
manually scanning items through
the
data
capturing
process.
In the months to come, IPC will focus
on stabilising the service, further
improving the RFID gate network
quality monitoring methodology
and providing additional support to

posts already using the service with on-line reporting and in
depth data analysis. The key priority will be to further facilitate
the introduction of RFID Tracking services within the service
portfolio for e-commerce customers of new postal operators.

The combination of
RFID Tracking and
manually scanning
barcodes upon
delivery for standard
tracked packets,
works effectively
to provide tracking
information within the
entire postal pipeline

IPC provides the infrastructure
and service for RFID Tracking, and
together with the RFID Service
Monitoring Committee, IPC oversees
the volumes and key performance
indicators of the service.
A pilot for the INTERCONNECT
Standard Tracked Packet recently
proved that the combination of RFID
Tracking and manually scanning
barcodes upon delivery for standard
tracked packets, works effectively to
provide tracking information within
the entire postal pipeline at a very
low operational cost.

Connecting 279 customer services worldwide
As IPC creates services to accommodate for the tracking and
returning of e-commerce products, it is vital that the tracking
of items is also accounted for. To ensure that posts are able
to provide the best customer service experience, IPC’s Global
Customer Service System (GCSS) enables 190 participating
postal operators to exchange queries on tracked items in a
fast and quality-oriented manner. This platform connects 279
customer service call centres worldwide to EPG, EMS, KPG,
PRIME Parcels and INTERCONNECT services.
In 2017, the GCSS system was enhanced to deal with the
significant increase of operations in the database, and cover
the return of e-commerce items. The Broadcast message
functionality was improved to facilitate communication
between IPC, postal operators and users of different
working groups. Measures were also taken to improve the

GCSS helpdesk and facilitate the customer service daily
management. Through IPC’s business intelligence solution,
IPC Insights, managers are able to monitor call centres’
performance, detect issues, investigate bottlenecks and
drill down into workflow data through dashboards, trends
reports and a module for tailor-made reporting. Tailor-made
KPG and INTERCONNECT Reports are now also available to
IPC members. Staff of customer services can access online
information on INTERCONNECT procedures, best practices
and training material, through the IPC website.
The system will be expanding the GCSS interface with postal
operators’ local customer relationship management (CRM)
systems. As the e-commerce market grows, IPC plans to
evaluate possible GCSS extensions, in order to offer additional
features, such as Complaint Handling Process.
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INTERCONNECT: volumes increase in 2017
With Lietuvos Pastas officially joining in December 2017,
the INTERCONNECT network is now up to 31 participants.
Through INTERCONNECT, participating posts are committing
to receive and deliver items from each other, leveraging postal
networks and products, according to jointly agreed standards
for three service levels: Premium, Standard and Economy.
In 2017, IPC worked on the design and development of the
INTERCONNECT Economy end-to-end measurement system
(for untracked packets), which went live in January 2018. The
year also saw the deployment of several new reports in the
Business Intelligence tool, and the development of a number
of “data cubes” to give IPC and its members possibilities
to drill down on INTERCONNECT performance results. All
reports now include also Extraterritorial Office of Exchange
(ETOE) traffic.

After having been stable at around 200-300,000 per month,
INTERCONNECT volumes grew to 1.1m and 1.9m tracked
items per month and 64m untracked items December 2017
– representing around 10% of the total tracked volumes
exchanged between INTERCONNECT members.
Throughout 2017, IPC also worked with all the INTERCONNECT
participants to monitor participation and performance,
upgrade quality and mitigate compliance issues.
INTERCONNECT volumes are continuing to grow in 2018.

The postal standard for e-commerce
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IPC MEMBERS
Australia

Christine Holgate

Australia Post
Managing Director and CEO

Cyprus

Andreas Gregoriou
Cyprus Post
Director

Greece

John Zaroliangis

Hellenic Post ELTA
Chairman and CEO
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Austria

Georg Pölzl

Österreichische Post AG
Chairman and CEO

Finland

Heikki Malinen

Posti
President and CEO

Hungary

Zoltan Illes

Magyar Posta RT
Chief Executive Officer

Belgium

Canada

Koen Van Gerven

Jessica McDonald

France

Germany

bpost
Chief Executive Officer

Philippe Wahl

Le Groupe La Poste
Chairman and CEO

Iceland

Ingimundur Sigurpalsson
Iceland Post
General Manager and CEO

Canada Post
Chair of the Board of Directors
and Interim President and CEO

Frank Appel

Deutsche Post DHL Group
Chairman of the Management
Board and CEO

Ireland

David McRedmond
An Post
Chief Executive

Italy

Matteo Del Fante

Poste Italiane SPA
CEO and General Manager

Norway

Tone Wille

Posten Norge
Chief Executive Officer

Switzerland

Susanne Ruoff

Swiss Post
Chief Executive Officer

Luxembourg

Claude Strasser

POST Luxembourg
Chief Executive Officer

Portugal

Francisco de Lacerda
CTT Portugal Post
Chairman and CEO

United Kingdom

Moya Greene

Royal Mail Group plc
Chief Executive

Netherlands

Herna Verhagen

PostNL
Chief Executive Officer

Spain

Javier Cuesta Nuin
Correos
President and CEO

New Zealand

David Walsh

New Zealand Post
Group Chief Executive

Sweden & Denmark

Håkan Ericsson

PostNord
President and Group CEO

United States

Megan J Brennan

United States Postal Service
Postmaster General and CEO
* Status in March 2018
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